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affordable
aesthetic

Rizzi Arc



substantial
flexibility

John rizzi designed the arc table collection 
with careful consideration to detail and a 
beautiful design aesthetic not usually found 
in such a utilitarian piece.  it has the ability 
to gang, offers 90 degree connecting tops 
and modesty panels.  the gently arched 
oval base is a welcome departure from the 
round-tube “t” base most commonly used 
in multipurpose tables.   

the unique folding mechanism enables the 
base to be folded flat without interference, 
while it sets in from the table end to allow 
for comfortable leg room. the folding 
mechanism can be activated by foot or 
hand for convenience and safety.  

the rizzi arc table collection boasts a variety 
of shapes and sizes for substantial flexibility; 
a “must have” in multipurpose, training and 
classroom environments.

Stay committed to your decisions, but stay flexible in 
your approach.  
    _tom robbins
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the thoughtful detailing of the design is 
expressed in more than just the obvious 
aspects of the table.  the oversized end 
caps protect the tops from damage when 
tables are stacked.  Modesty panels provide 
access to wire management and create 
appealing work tables.  even the edge band 
has been custom designed using flat black 

ribbed vinyl to allow for easy, yet firm 
ganging.  tightly radiused corners enhance 
the overall appearance when tables are 
joined together.  With the blending  of 
aesthetic sensibility coupled with attention 
to detail, rizzi arc is a perfect example of 
industrial elegance. 
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Product  
Features
A step And fold mechAnism

B edGe detAil

Surface 
Materials
TOPs: 
All coAlesse lAminAtes And customer’s 

own lAminAte.

Base: 
All coAlesse pAints.

eDGes: 
AVAilABle in VinYl.

a

aDDiTiOnal PRODUCTs shOwn:
cApA, 4 o’clock, teAmwork eAsel, 
teAmwork AuxiliArY tABle
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